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ABSTRACT
Cloud computing is latest technology widely serving client oriented applications. It has the capability of sharing
selective encrypted data via public cloud storage with multiple users which may ease security over accidental data
leaks in the cloud. Efficient key management is important in encryption schemes. For sharing multiple documents
with different groups in cloud, separate encryption keys are needed. Security is required by owner to distribute
large number of keys for encryption and searching, and by users to store received keys. Users have to submit equal
number of trapdoors to the cloud for search operation. In such case features of security, storage and complexity are
required at its best performance.
Key-Aggregate Searchable Encryption (KASE) scheme addresses to the problem of storage management and
security in group data sharing on cloud. Through this scheme only single key is distributed by owner to user for
sharing multiple documents, and user also required to submit single trapdoor to receive shared documents. KASE
scheme is efficient and secure as resulted by security analysis tests.
Keywords: Searchable Encryption, Data Sharing, Cloud Storage, Data Privacy

I. INTRODUCTION
Cloud computing is recent trend in IT infrastructure
which enables organizations to consume resources of
computing as a utility and organise data storage model
which keeps data accessible and available for shared
pool of configurable devices on-demand with coherence
environment, low cost and least management efforts.
However large data sharing leads to advertent data
confidentiality problems. Many security schemes are
generated against potential data leaks from which
encryption is common approach. In cryptographic cloud
storage, data owner before uploading files encrypts them
such that only the person with decryption key can
retrieve shared documents. This approach becomes
impractical for key management and secure storage to
implement with large scale cloud applications. Also
searching and retrieving selective data from large
number of encrypted files is challenging for user.
Searchable Encryption (SE) [3] is solution for this

problem in which owner encrypts keywords and uploads
it along with encrypted data so that user can retrieve
shared data by providing keyword trapdoor to cloud.
Based on this SE concept many schemes are introduced
later. SSE scheme [3]-[6] and PEKS scheme [7]-[13]
considered SE construction for sharing data in single
owner and user environment and performed secure
search on remote server by submitting search query on
keyword provided by owner. Further system for sharing
of data with group of multiple authorised users such that
any user from the group with access rights can provide
trapdoor on cloud to search for keyword on shared data
is constructed. This scenario of Multi-user searchable
Encryption scheme [4],[11]-[14] used single key with
access control.
To reduce complexity of increase in number of trapdoors
proportional to number of files shared, Popa [16]
introduced Multi-key SE scheme. So that single trapdoor
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is provided by user and server gets capability to search
for that trapdoor’s keyword in shared documents even
their encryption keys are different. Further to reduce
number of encryption keys Chu et al. [2] introduced
concept of Key aggregate Encryption which flexibility
to decrypt any number of ciphertext with constant-size
decryption key. Our model further enhances this concept
by providing keyword search over encrypted data to
achieve goal of privacy-preserving data sharing and
efficient cloud storage.The below subsections will give
information about general concepts in cloud computing
used in rest of the paper. Different encryption schemes
and their operations are described.
A. Broadcast Encryption (BE) scheme:
In this scheme, data owner as broadcaster encrypts
content and sends it over broadcast channel to subset S
of users. Users from S listening for shared data decrypts
received documents using private key. Broadcasting is
such that only qualified users can decrypt contents.
B. Searchable Encryption(SE) scheme:
Data owner encrypts data and provide search queries on
cloud. Users submit proper search query to get access to
selective documents and decrypt them through private
key.
Two importance concepts in SE are:
1) Multi-user Searchable Encryption (MUSE): It works
under multi-tenancy operations where data owner shares
documents with group of users and users can receive
them by submitting trapdoor for keyword search on
shared contents. It advances the single user SSC and
PEKS schemes.
2) Multi-key Searchable Encryption (MKSE): A single
trapdoor for multiple different keys is provided which
reduces the number of trapdoors used for each document
separately.
The rest of the paper is arranged as follows: we describe
the overview of related work in section 2 which include
prior systems, algorithms, pros and limitations of them.
Section 3 gives conclusion along with future research.

II. METHODS AND MATERIAL
Related Work
A. D. Boneh, G. Di Crescenzo, R. Ostrovskyy and G.
Persianoz, “Public Key Encryption with keyword
Search”, 2004: In this paper the problem in public
cloud system to search for encrypted data through
encryption key is examined. Keyword as search
query for email gateway is firstly introduced.
Without learning contents of shared data gateway can
search for specific keyword and verify qualified
document to route document accordingly. This PEKS
scheme can also enable server to identify all publicly
encrypted documents of owner by other users
containing the same keyword given by owner without
decryption of data. Gateway test is performed to
match encrypted keywords of sender and word of
receivers choice, no more information is learned by
the gateway. PEKS system implies Identity Based
Encryption (IDE) scheme where owner encrypts data
such that user having required attributes can only
decrypt the shared document. This system considered
only single owner and user condition for performing
keyword search over multiple shared documents.
B. R. Curtmola, J. Garay, S. Kamara and R. Ostrovsky,
“Searchable Symmetric Encryption: Improved
Definitions and Efficient Constructions”, 2006: The
problem of SSC scheme used for single user i.e.
owner is considered in this paper. In prior system
only the owner of data could submit search queries
and perform search over encrypted data outsourced to
other party. The construction in this paper extended
the work of searchable symmetric encryption to be
used for multi-user environment, where searching
can be performed by arbitrary group of parties
instead of only owner. Contrary to the prior system
which guaranteed security for clients performing all
searches at once, this scheme ensured security
constraints for any number of practical searches by
different users. Two SSE constructions are
introduced as 1. Non-Adaptive Secure Construction
(SSE-1) 2. An Adaptively Secure Construction (SSE2). Multiple secure searching is achieved through
SSC-2 where search queries are considered as
function of previously obtained search results and
trapdoors. In both constructions the work performed
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by server is constant with respect to size of data over
each returned document.
C. F. Zhao, T. Nishide, and K. Sakurai, “Multi-User
Keyword Search Scheme for Secure Data Sharing
with Fine-Grained Access Control”, 2012: Searching
all keyword index in cloud storage to match with
given keyword and decrypt them is not practically
feasible. Narrowing the scope of search results to
user’s decryptable file’s group using Attribute Based
Encryption (ABE) and CP-ABE to minimise
information leakage and reduce searching complexity
in multi-user cryptographic cloud storage
environment is introduced in this paper. This system
only search for related documents which user can
decrypt and so is more efficient. The flexibility of
specifying the access rights for individual users in
case of user revocation is provided known as fine
grained access control. The Ciphertext-Policy
Attribute Based Encryption (CP-ABE) and Attribute
Based Signature (ABS) access structure computation
are used for providing differential access rights.
D. Z. Liu, Z. Wang, X. Cheng, C. Jia and Ke Yuan,
“Multi-user Searchable Encryption with CoarserGrained Access Control in Hybrid Cloud”, 2013:
The
complexity
of
maintaining
massive
authentication information for dynamic insertion and
removal of users in fine grained access control
scheme is resolved in this paper. Two schemes: 1.
Identity Based Broadcast encryption (IBBE) for
simplified access control by using single random
value for addition or revocation of users and
management of keys and 2. SUSE scheme for secure
two phase operation without private cloud or trusted
centre by using Pseudo Random Permutation (PRP)
function, gives practical implementation of MUSE
system. Two phase operation is performed for
encryption of keywords and generating trapdoors. BE
scheme directly imply security for re-encrypted
trapdoor and symmetric key, and SUSE scheme
ensures security of keyword ciphertext and encrypted
files. This system is efficient against 1. External
adversaries as trusted centre only respond to
identified users by Coarser-Grained Access Control
and 2. Internal adversaries as PRFs of SSC scheme is
provably secure.

E. R. A. Popa and N. Zeldovich, “Multi-Key Searchable
Encryption”, 2013: The system provided flexibility
to user for searching over multiple documents which
he/she can access say n, with different encryption
keys. One search token is provided by user to server
instead of n tokens. The user have to provide some
public information and token for word to search and
the system server then by using this information
calculates token for different keys (adjust function)
and get all documents with matching word even their
encryption keys are different. Only single user and
multi-key condition is considered in this paper. This
scheme ensures data confidentiality in client-server
architecture against attack on server as the encrypted
data is only stored on server and encryption and
decryption functions are performed on client machine.
Data security is guaranteed as no third party key
generation is included instead it is provided by client
itself.
C. Chu, S. Chow,W. Tzeng, et al. “Key-Aggregate
Cryptosystem for Scalable Data Sharing in Cloud
Storage”, 2014: To share multiple documents with same
user, the data owner needed to distribute equal number
of keys to the user. The complexity and security aspects
become more subtle and impractical in case of large
number of shared documents. In this scheme only single
aggregate key to decrypt all documents is provided by
owner i.e. compression of secret key. A public-key
cryptosystem is introduced which produce constant-size
cipher-texts leading to limited secure storage application.
The user encrypts data under public key and ciphertext
class which is identifier of ciphertext. But predefined
bound of ciphertext classes number can limit the
encryption scope. This scheme is more efficient than
hierarchical relationship i.e. all key-holders sharing
similar set of privileges just for reducing space. The
delegation of decryption rights to users is main
advancement of this scheme although keyword search
operation is not provided which is main requirement for
privacy preserving data sharing on public cloud storage.

III. CONCLUSION
In this paper we addressed the problem of privacy
preserving data sharing system in cloud storage and
studied different searchable encryption technics with
multi-user and multi-key schemes with aggregation of
multiple attributes to reduce storage complexity and
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improve efficiency of search over shared data. Secondly,
we studied model for Key-Aggregate Searchable
Encryption scheme, a practical system for efficient
management of encryption keys for sharing large
number of documents with users.
The KASE scheme considers single owner multi-user
condition, but querying search over documents shared
by multiple owners will require multiple trapdoors to be
submitted by users. Multi-owner document sharing
through single trapdoor can be future work.
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